We study massless Dirac fields in a portion of AdS 3 , where one of the boundaries coincides with the "boundary at infinity" of the Anti-de-Sitter space. We evaluate the vacuum energy arising when the local boundary conditions dictated by boundary chirality are imposed, in different combinations, at both one-branes.
Introduction
Field theories in 2 + 1 dimensions have been the subject of study from long ago (for a review see, for instance, [1] ), mainly due to their interesting topological properties, related to the existence of Chern-Simons gauge theories [2] . Although the relevance of these so-called planar theories in describing condensed matter phenomena was recognized from the beginning [3, 4] , it became even more patent since the achievement of the experimental synthesis of graphene (a genuine two-dimensional electron system) [5, 6] .
Graphene is a bidimensional array of carbon atoms, packed in a honeycomb crystal structure (for a recent review see, for instance, [7] ). From a theoretical point of view, the most remarkable feature of graphene is that, in a small momentum approximation, the charge carriers or quasi-particles behave as two "flavors" (to account for the spin of the elementary constituents) of massless relativistic Dirac particles in the two non-equivalent representations of the Clifford algebra (corresponding to the two nonequivalent vertices in the first Brillouin zone), with an effective "speed of light" about two orders of magnitude smaller than c [8] .
The electronic properties of flat graphene sheets have been studied, in the fieldtheoretic approach, by many authors, including the authors of the present paper (see [9, 10] and references therein).
However, both suspended and deposited-over-substrate samples, show corrugations (ripples) [11] . This is one of the most intriguing properties of graphene, not entirely understood at present. Two main approaches are used to model such corrugations; they are based either on the presence of topological defects in the lattice [12] or on the theory of elasticity [13] . In any case, a general relativity formalism can be applied by coupling the massless Dirac field to a curved background metric [14] . In this paper, we will study a massless Dirac field in 2 + 1 dimensional Anti de Sitter spacetime (AdS 3 ).
AdS spaces have been intensively studied during the last decade, starting from the so-called AdS − CF T conjecture [15] and the possibility of solving the hierarchy problem in brane-world scenarios [16] . In particular, AdS 3 was studied, for instance, in [17] .
More recently, an extra interest in the AdS − CF T correspondence arose, since it was understood that it provides a tool to study condensed matter theories for superconductivity, superfluidity and the quantum Hall effect [18] (see also [19] and references therein).
Boundary conditions are relevant when studying field theories in AdS spaces (see, for example, [20] ). For this reason, the Casimir effect [21] for scalar fields in an AdS 5 background was treated by several authors [22] . The main result of the present piece of work is the evaluation of the Casimir energy for a massless Dirac field in a portion of AdS 3 , where one of the boundaries coincides with the "boundary at infinity" of this space.
The outline of the paper is as follows: In section 2, we give the differential expression of the Dirac operator in Poincaré coordinates, and find its general solutions. In section 3, the domain of the operator is restricted to functions satisfying particular local boundary conditions, and the corresponding energy modes are determined for the two nonequivalent combinations of such conditions at the boundaries. Section 4 presents the calculation of the Casimir energy in both cases. Finally, section 5 contains a discussion of the results.
The Dirac operator in AdS 3 and its solutions
Fields of various spins, coupled to an AdS 5 background metric were studied, for instance, in [23] . For Euclidean AdS, Dirac fields were treated in [24] . Here, we study solutions of the Dirac equation in 2 + 1 dimensions with the AdS metric which, in Poincaré coordinates (for a definition see, for instance [25] ), is given by
Here, R is the AdS curvature radius. The warped coordinate ξ is such that 0 < ξ < ∞, and the boundary of AdS 3 is given by ξ = 0 plus one point at infinity [26] . After choosing the convention x : (x 0 = t, x 1 = x, x 2 = ξ), the gamma matrices can be written in terms of the dreibeins and the flat gammas as
By choosing
Note that this amounts to choosing one of the two nonequivalent representations of the Clifford algebra existing in 2+1 dimensions, as in any odd space-time dimension. We will comment on the effect of choosing the other nonequivalent representation in section 5.
From these space-time dependent Dirac matrices, together with the metric in equation (1), the components of the spinorial affine connection are determined as explained, for instance, in [27] . They are given by
So, the Dirac equation is given by
After defining
we have
Moreover, while the solutions in equation (5) 
, in order to have a well defined action (see, for instance, [23] , where a discussion of the relevant scalar products, in the case of AdS 5 is presented), for Ψ such factor cancels, as can be seen from equation (6) . So, this last set of solutions must be square integrable with the flat metric. In order to solve equation (7), we propose
We will distinguish two types of solutions:
where c 1 and c 2 are arbitrary constants. In turn, for E = −k x , we have
with c 3 and c 4 arbitrary constants.
ii) Solutions with E 2 = k x 2 , which are given by
where A and B are arbitrary constants, and λ = + E 2 − k x 2 are the eigenvalues of the ξ-independent part of the differential operator. Note that, since we will impose boundary conditions at given values of the variable ξ, these are the eigenvalues of the boundary Dirac operator.
Boundary conditions and energy modes
In order to complete the definition of the Dirac operator, we must determine its domain. We will consider a finite portion of AdS 3 , with boundaries at ξ = 0 and ξ = R. Note that ξ = 0 is nothing but the so called "boundary at infinity" of the AdS space. We will impose generalized bag boundary conditions at both boundaries. These local boundary conditions are known to define a well posed (elliptic [28] ) boundary problem for the Dirac operator in Minkowski space-time [29] , and to represent a vanishing flow of current through the boundary, as first noted in the framework of the effective bag model for quark confinement [30] . In this particular setup, where both boundaries lie at definite values of the coordinate ξ, bag boundary conditions turn out to be the local ones dictated by boundary chirality [31] .
Of the four possible combinations of such conditions, only two give rise to different Casimir energies. We will analyze each of the possible combinations in what follows.
After imposing these boundary conditions, the only nontrivial solutions of type i) (see previous section) are those corresponding to E 0 = −k x . They adopt the form
As for the solutions of type ii), they are
,
which correspond to asking that the down component, χ, of ψ vanishes at both boundaries. It is very easy to check that for the solutions of type ii) the same energy modes are obtained as in 1), while the only non-vanishing solutions of type i) correspond to E = k x . However, the contribution of these modes to the vacuum energy is the same as the one due to the modes with E = −k x in the previous case.
In this case, all the solutions of type i) are trivial, and those corresponding to ii) are
In this case, exactly the same energy modes as in 3) arise.
Casimir energies
In what follows, we will evaluate the vacuum energies [32] corresponding to the boundary conditions 1) and 3) in the previous section, as defined in the framework of the zeta regularization [33] ,
Moreover, we will compactify the x-variable in the interval 0 ≤ x ≤ β, imposing antiperiodic boundary conditions on the Dirac fields. This will give as a result the allowed discrete values of k x = (l + Boundary conditions 1): There are two contributions, E i and E ii , to the vacuum energy. Their zeta-regularized expressions are
where ζ H is the Hurwitz zeta function, and
Note that the last expression converges for ℜs > 2. By using the Mellin transform, the last expression can be written as
Its analytical extension can be performed by the well known method based on the properties of the Jacobi theta function [34] or, equivalently, by making use of [35] ∞ l=−∞ e −t(l+c)
After doing so, we get
Now, after performing the integral in the first term, and writing the second one as a Riemann zeta function (ζ R ), we obtain
Finally, after using the reflection formula for the Riemann zeta function [36] , and taking into account the contribution from equation (13), the total Casimir energy is given by
Boundary conditions 3): In this case, there is only one contribution to the Casimir energy since, as remarked in the previous section, no solution of type i) is left. So, we have
The analytic extension of this expression can be performed following the same steps as in the previous calculation, to obtain
The evaluation of the second term inside the curly brackets can be performed after using the relationship between the Hurwitz and Riemann zeta functions [36] and, then, applying the reflection formula for the last one. Thus, one gets
Final comments and remarks
Equations (19) and (22) are the main result in this paper, i.e., the vacuum energy of a massless Dirac field in a portion of AdS 3 , with different combinations of chiral boundary conditions. It is interesting to note that, in the limit β → ∞, the vacuum energy per unit length reduces, for the boundary conditions of type 1) to
which is positive.
Instead, for boundary conditions of type 3), the same limit gives as a result the negative contribution
As explained before, throughout or calculation we have considered one of the two nonequivalent representations of the gamma matrices. The other representation differs by a change in the sign of one of the gamma matrices. Take, for instance, σ 1 → −σ 1 or, equivalently k x → −k x . If the same boundary conditions are imposed, the eigenenergies 1) transform into the eigen-energies 2), while those in 3) remain unchanged. But, as already commented in the previous section, this has no consequence on the final result for the corresponding vacuum energies.
An open problem, of particular interest in the case of graphene, is the study of the finite-temperature properties of the present model. This would imply the calculation of the partition function in Euclidean AdS. Note that the boundary conditions used in this paper have been shown to define a well-posed boundary problem for the Dirac operator not only in Minkowski, but also in Euclidean space [37] .
Finally, we remark that the (local) boundary conditions imposed in this work are far from being the only possible ones. For instance, nonlocal boundary conditions of the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer (APS) type [38] also define an elliptic boundary problem [28] . In fact, their use in the context of string theory was proposed in [39] .
